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South Africa - Weather

Western Cape will have several opportunities for rain this week. Rainfall will be enough to 

significantly bolster soil moisture in southwestern Western Cape. Winter wheat development 

conditions will remain mostly favorable, even in areas that only receive light amounts of rain. Free 

State and Northern Cape will be mostly dry this week. Irrigated winter wheat will continue to 

develop under generally favorable conditions despite the lack of rain. Dryland wheat in Free State 

will otherwise continue to develop poorly or unevenly. • Western South Africa will have several 

opportunities for erratic rain this week

and southern Northern Cape will receive 0.10-0.75” of rain with locally greater amounts • The 

remaining portions of South Africa will be mostly dry this week o Any rain that does occur will be lost 

to evaporation

• Drier biased conditions are slated for much of South Africa July 6 – 12
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United States of America - Weather

U.S. MIDWEST: Much of the Midwest will see favorable conditions for crop development through 

the next two weeks with exceptions in the driest areas from eastern Dakotas into Minnesota as well 

as portions of eastern Nebraska and Iowa that missed out on significant rain during the weekend. 

Most of the Midwest will see mild temperatures through this weekend and highs will generally be in 

the upper 70s and 80s with some lower 90s in the Ohio River Basin through Wednesday and some 

lower to middle 90s in the northwest starting Thursday. Warming will occur early next week and by 

the middle of next week some western areas may warm to the middle and upper 90s.

U.S. DELTA AND SOUTHEAST: • A tropical disturbance just off the coasts of Georgia and South 

Carolina should become a tropical depression or tropical storm later today before moving inland this 

evening near the border of those two states. The storm should not bring winds strong enough to 

pose a serious threat to crops while heavy rain should be confined to areas near the coast. The Delta 

and the Southeast will see periods of rain and sunshine through the next two weeks and although 

some areas will dry down overall, soil moisture in place today should keep conditions for crop 

development favorable. The northern Delta will benefit from an increase in rain Thursday into this 

weekend.
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South America - Weather

BRAZIL: No change in the general theme of weather occurred overnight and no changes were 

expected this week. That leaves most northern Safrinha corn and cotton areas dry as well as 

northeastern Brazil. Rain is still expected periodically in the far south of the nation with some local 

flooding possible that may lead to a threat to winter wheat conditions and production. Safrinha corn 

filling, maturation and harvest will advance without much change in overall production or quality. 

Wheat conditions will remain better than usual.

There is some potential for wheat damage from freezing temperatures in southern Parana during 

mid-week next week. The crop should be in the pre-reproductive stage of development.

ARGENTINA: Good late season harvest weather and winter crop planting conditions are expected 

through the next two weeks. A few showers will occur from western Buenos Aires to San Luis, 

southern Cordoba and northern La Pampa today with rainfall to 0.35 inch

• Showers Saturday will be sporadic and very light in the far west-central and northwestern crop 

areas where less than 0.25 inch of rain will result
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Europe, New Zealand and Australia - Weather

EUROPE: Conditions will continue to trend wetter throughout Europe this week. Favorable conditions will occur throughout most of the Continent. However, southern areas from Portugal and Spain as well as southern 

Italy into the eastern Adriatic Sea Nations into parts of Hungary, Serbia and Greece will remain mostly dry and crop stress will continue.

AUSTRALIA: A restricted precipitation pattern will evolve over most of interior production areas of Australia’s wheat, canola and barley this week. Greater rain is still needed in Queensland as well as southeastern 

South Australia into northwestern Victoria.

o With that said rain will linger over southeastern Queensland today and linger over the southeastern coast into Saturday.
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